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This paper develops a baseband digital lter design for the Vestigial SideBand (VSB) ltering required in the traditional analog TV transmission
system, PAL. In this appli ation, a lter with relatively narrow passband and steep transition band
is needed. Furthermore, the group delay spe i ations for the lter are demanding. An eÆ ient
solution satisfying the amplitude response spe iPSfrag
ationsrepla ements
is developed based on N th-band lters, whi h an
be either of the FIR or the IIR type. The group
delay response spe i ations an be satis ed by using either linear-phase FIR lters or approximately
linear-phase IIR N th-band lters. The latter approa h seems to be more eÆ ient for this appli ation
and it is developed further.
PSfrag repla ements
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HE traditional analog TV transmission systemsAmplitude in dB
have still a lifetime of many years, even thoughFrequen y in MHz
the new digital transmission te hniques are being
taken into use. In this situation, there is interest
to more advan ed implementation te hniques for the
Frequen y in MHz
traditional analog systems. For example, in CATV
Fig. 1: Amplitude and group delay response spe networks, the in oming TV signals are in many ases
i ations for the VSB lter for PAL system.
in digital format and also the modulators for new
digital standards are using digital signal pro essing
all the way to the IF stage. In this situation, it would
nal omponents whi h would disturb the audio arbe advantageous to be able to implement the analog
riers to be in luded in the omplete video signal.
TV modulation using digital signal pro essing te hTherefore, there is no need to implement the lower
niques.
stopband part (below 5 MHz) of the spe i ations
In this paper we onsider the VSB ltering, whi h
here. This means also that the audio omponents
is an essential part of the modulator. Figure 1 shows
ould be in luded in the signal already before the
the amplitude and group delay response spe i aVSB lter. A suitable digital implementation of an
tions for the VSB lter for the PAL B/G system [1℄.
audio modulator is des ribed in [2℄.
Here we onsider implementing this lter assumed
a omplex baseband lter, whi h is quite feasible
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Se tion
in ase of digital signal pro essing, even though the
2 the eÆ ient implementation of the VSB- lter is deanalog VSB ltering is normally arried out at the
veloped. The proposed desing is based on N th-band
IF stage.
lters. Both linear-phase FIR and approximately
linear-phase IIR approa hes have been onsidered.
The input signal is assumed to be a omposite
Se tion 3 involves nding the VSB- lter with simbaseband video signal (i.e., it in ludes both the baseple oeÆ ient representation forms. The target is to
band luminan e omponent and the hrominan e
minimize the number of powers of two required for
omponents modulated to the olor sub arrier) with
representing all the oeÆ ients. In Se tion 4 ASIC
13.5 MHz sampling rate. Further, it is assumed that
implementation of the VSB- lter is des ribed. Fithe input video signal is bandlimited from the low
nally, the on lusions are given in Se tion 5
frequen y end in su h a way that there are no sig−50
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Fig. 2:
The proposed VSB lter stru ture. (a)
The overall stru ture. (b) Chara teristi amplitude
responses of the sub lters.

FILTER DESIGN

One approa h to design the lter would be to design a suitable lowpass lter and then translate it in
the frequen y axis in su h a way that the required
asymmetri al frequen y response would be a hieved.
However, this would lead to a high lter order and
omplex signal pro essing in the implementation.
We have developed a multi-stage approa h illustrated in Fig. 2. The idea is to divide the frequen y band into two parts in su h a way that the
low-frequen y band and the negative frequen y axis
part of the high-frequen y band would onstitute the
VSB ltered signal. The positive and negative frequen y parts of the high-frequen y band are separated from ea h other using a phase-splitter H3 (z )
based on Hilbert-transformer [3℄. In this approa h,
the transition band of the Hilbert-transformer is not
very riti al, and a low-order design is suÆ ient.
Furthermore, the band-splitting lter an be implemented eÆ iently using N th-band lters [4,5℄. With
the parameters of Fig. 1, both 6th-band and 8thband lters would be feasible. By making preliminary designs for both ases, it was observed that the
8th-band ase resulted in slightly lower implementation omplexity. For the 8th-band lter, a as ade
of halfband and 4th-band lters was onsidered to
be the most eÆ ient solution.
The Hilbert transformer is obtained by
frequen y-shifting a half-band prototype lter
H1 (z M )
H2 (z )
H3 (jz )
Total

IIR (M = 3)

IIR (M = 4)

4

6

4

29

6

6

8

6

4

18

16

: The required number of oeÆ ients for
the sub lters.

Table 1
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Fig. 3: Sub lter stru tures of the VSB lter based
on approximately linear-phase re ursive N th-band
lters.

by =2 [3℄. A tually, the same design that is used
for the half-band part of the band-splitting lter is
used as the prototype for the Hilbert-transformer.
We have onsidered both linear-phase FIR [4℄
and IIR [5℄ type of N th-band lters. In the IIR
ase, the N th-band lters are based on parallel onne tion of allpass lters. In order to satisfy the
stri t group delay response spe i ations, the approximately linear-phase IIR N th-band lters [5℄ are
utilized. From these two alternatives, the IIR approa h seemed to be more promising, as an be seen
from Table 1, and it was hosen for further development. The di erent sub lters needed in the design
are shown in Fig. 3. The required lter orders for
the allpass se tions of the IIR design are:
 H1 (z ), H3 (z ): bran h 1 is a 4th-order allpass;
bran h 2 is a pure delay
 H2 (z ): bran hes 1, 2, and 3 are 2nd-order allpasses, bran h 4 is a pure delay.
3.

FILTER OPTIMIZATION

As the next step, the oeÆ ients of the allpass se tions in di erent lter stages were optimized using
the algorithm developed in [6℄. Allpass lter se tions
of the wave-digital latti e lter type were hosen [7℄.
In VLSI implementations, a signi ant redu tion
in hardware omplexity is a hieved, if the multipliation of a data sample by a onstant adaptor oeÆ ient is implemented using anoni -signed-digit
(CSD) multiplier [8, 9℄. The signed-digit representation of a fra tional number has a general form

Xa 2
x=
R

r=1

r

Pr ;

(1)

where ea h of the ar 's is either 1 or 1 and the
Pr 's are positive integers in in reasing order. Therefore, the multipli ation an be implemented as a sequen e of shifts and adds. The CSD representation
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Typi al sear h spa es for the poles whenFrequen
in MHz
three powers of two with 7 fra tional bits (R =Amplitude
3 yResponse
and PR = 7) are used for the adaptor oeÆ ients.
(a) Upper-half-plane pole for the omplex- onjugate
pole pair. (b) Real pole.
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is a unique representation where the number of the
additions, R 1, is minimum.
It has turned out that a very straightforward
quantization s heme for the lter oeÆ ients is obtained as follows. For ea h omplex- onjugate pole
pair, the largest and smallest values for both the
radius and angle are determined in su h a way that
by reoptimizing the lo ations of the remaining poles,
the overall magnitude riteria an still be met. For
ea h real pole, the smallest and largest values for the
radius are found in a similar manner.
The above pro edure gives for the upper-halfplane pole for ea h omplex- onjugate pole pair the
region R exp(j ) where R(min)  R  R(max) and
(min)    (max), as illustrated in Fig. 4(a).
The rosses numbered from 1 to 4 orrespond, respe tively, to the points where the smallest radius
R(min), the largest radius R(max), the smallest angle
(min), and the largest angle (max) are rea hed. Inside this region there is the feasible region given by
dashed line in Fig. 4(a) where the pole an be lo ated
su h that by relo ating the remaining poles, the
given overall riteria are still met by using in nitepre ision arithmeti . For ea h real pole there is the
orresponding region R0(min)  R  R0(max) that is
simultaneously the feasible region. In Fig. 4(b) the
rosses numbered by 5 and 6 indi ate R0(min) and
R0(max), respe tively.
The next step is to nd in the above regions those
pole lo ations whi h are a hievable by implementing
the adaptor oeÆ ients using CSD oeÆ ient representation. The dots in Fig. 4 indi ate these pole
lo ations. Note that the distributions are very irregular due to the desired representation form. All
what is still needed is to he k whether there exists a
ombination of the dis rete pole positions with whi h
the given overall riteria are met.
The optimization redu ed the oeÆ ient omplexity signi antly: onsidering CSD oeÆ ient
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implementation, the number of adders/subtra ters
needed to implement all the adaptor oeÆ ients for
the overall design was redu ed from 24 (obtained by
dire t rounding with minimum wordlength satisfying
the spe i ations) to 9. For the optimized design,
the maximum shift, PR , required for the oeÆ ient
implementations is ve for both H1 (z ) and H3 (z ).
For H2 (z ), the orresponding gure is seven. On
the other hand, for the FIR approa h, the number
of additions required for oeÆ ient implementation,
obtained by dire t rounding, is 78 while the maximum shift is 14.
In addition to these adders needed for the oeÆient implementation, the IIR stru ture in ludes 48
adders in the adaptors and for bran h ombining.
The overall amplitude and phase responses of the
design are shown in Fig. 5, and it an be seen that
the spe i ations are satis ed quite well.
4.

ASIC IMPLEMENTATION

As shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the VSB lter is
onstru ted by using delay elements and rst- and
se ond-order allpass se tions. Sin e the oeÆ ients
for the rst- and se ond-order allpass se tions are
optimized as simple ombinations of powers of two,
a multipli ation for ea h oeÆ ient of the lter an
be realized by a few simple shift operations and
adders/subtra ters.
The hardware des ription language VHDL was
used to model hierar hi ally the designed VSB lter. Additional pipeline registers were inserted to
the lter stru ture in Fig. 2 based on some estimations.
Parallel omputational style was used for design
simpli ity. Positive edge-triggered stati masterslave D ip- ops were used for delay elements for
their robustness and ripple arry adders were used
251

for their small area and regularity.
The VHDL model simulation results were ompared with Matlab simulation results to verify the
performan e of the designed ir uits and to determine the additional bits needed to satisfy nite
wordlength e e ts. In order to avoid over ow and
to satisfy round-o noise requirements, three more
additional bits are needed when input is 13 bits
sinusoidal test signal. Using 16 bit overall data
wordlength (12 fra tional bits, 3 integer bits and sign
bit) in internal omputations, the round-o noise
level is well over 60 dB below the pi ture- arrier level
of the PAL-modulated signal.
The VHDL model was synthesized for a 0.35 m
te hnology. The synthesis results are summarized in
Table 2.
Data format

13-bit input and output
16-bit internal

Total area

2.6 mm2

Layout density

14 000 gates/mm2

Gate

ount

Operating

36 400
lo k frequen y

Average power

onsumption

13.5 MHz
0.25

W/MHz/gate

Power dissipation

123 mW at 13.5 MHz

Te hnology

0.35 m, 3.3 V,
4-metal, n-well standard
ell pro ess

: Synthesis results.

Table 2

5.

CONCLUSION

We have developed for the VSB lter an eÆ ient
baseband digital lter design, whi h seems to be
quite feasible for implementation as an appli ationspe i integrated ir uit.
In the ontinuation, we are going to study the
possibilities to in lude a digital up onverter to onvert the baseband video signal at the VSB lter
output to the ommonly used IF frequen y of 38.9
MHz [10℄.
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